Project: Sleep Diary Feedback

The objectives of this project include:
- Analyze a new data set applying tools of previous lessons and labs;
- Develop critical thinking skills; and,
- Communicate findings in a rudimentary technical report.

Met the level 1 quantitative writing elements: Yes___ No ____

In level 2 quantitative writing, you have...
   a. Correctly documented the context (who, where, what, when and why).
   b. Presented numerical values with correct units and appropriate scale.
   c. Used appropriate graphs and tables to convey the meaning of the data.
   d. Did not make false, misleading, statements, or unsubstantiated statements.
   e. Clearly described data features.
   f. Accurately described and quantified trends.
   g. Gave an appropriate context for numerical values (in terms that the reader can understand and judge).

In level 2 quantitative writing, you still need to...

In level 3 quantitative writing, you have ....